C AS E STUDY

How a specialty apparel retailer grew sales by 24.6%
using RevTrax Single-Use Promo Codes.
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THE RETAILER PROFILE

T HE C HA L L E NGE

The Retailer is a specialty apparel and
accessories retailer offering both women’s
and men’s merchandise with 14,000
employees and $2B in revenue as of 2020.
The Retailer sells fashionable apparel and
accessories for multiple lifestyles such as
work, casual, jeans wear and going-out
occasions. The Retailer operates
brick-and-mortar retail and outlet stores,
eCommerce operations and franchise
operations, specifically in Latin America.

Promotional offers delivered by The Retailer were inefficient and not secure,
putting the brand at a high risk for promotional fraud while failing to deliver
the data needed to enhance the performance of future campaigns. They
approached us with a challenge of creating an easily deployable,
one-time-use offer that provides consumer attribution and security.

T HE SOL UT ION
Dynamic, single-use promo codes replace the generic and unsecured promo
codes that many retailers still use for promotions. Additionally, these codes
have built-in capabilities that:
Prevent Promotional Fraud – Patented security and validation features
ensure these offers are single-use, compatible with any POS system
and can be delivered through any channel. They do not allow for
unwanted sharing or over-use.
Provide Real-Time Consumer Data Throughout the Purchase Journey –
Compare individual consumer engagement data from one offer to the
next to optimize future campaigns.
Increase Customer Acquisition and Loyalty – Build comprehensive
CRM profiles based on individual purchase journey data to provide each
consumer with a personalized experience, encouraging future
engagement.

“

Dynamic single-use promo codes are beneficial to retailers for several reasons
including the ability to track individual consumer engagement and prevent overuse or
abuse due to each code being exclusive to each specific consumer.
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Consumer is presented an offer
with a unique promo code

Consumer’s Unique Identifier (UID)
is married to the unique promo code

Promo code stays with
consumer until redeemed

Purchase data is tracked and
attributed to the consumer’s UID
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This prevents consumers from returning again and again to receive new
codes and subsequently more discounts. Since that promo code and the
user’s unique ID are paired, purchase data is gathered in real-time and is
attributed to that individual, which allows The Retailer to track a customer
throughout the entire purchase journey.
Not only can The Retailer track individual consumer purchase journeys, our
promo code validation prevents consumers from using the same code
multiple times or from altering the code to receive another offer. The Retailer
worked with RevTrax to generate millions of unique dynamic codes. Since
each of these codes are loaded into our system, whenever a consumer uses a
promo code, The Retailer’s POS system pings RevTrax to validate the code in
real-time. If it is recognized, the consumer is given the discount. If the code
does not match, it will be rejected.
With POS-level validation our dynamic, single-use promo codes deliver
trackability and padlock security, helping brands to securely distribute
dynamic offers intended to drive demand, acquire new customers, and
increase loyalty.
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Providing The Retailer easy-to-use, trackable and secure dynamic,
single-use promo codes allows them to distribute seamless online and
in-store shopping experiences to customers. As customers are shifting their
focus towards quality of experience as a main factor in purchasing decisions,
these codes have helped to increase offer redemptions by over 177%, causing
a 24+% increase in sales year over year. Not only do these codes help to
provide seamless experiences, but they are also essential in tracking path to
purchase journeys. By attributing consumer engagement with a code to a
specific user’s unique ID, The Retailer can understand who is returning to
purchase additional items. Between 2018 and 2020, The Retailer
experienced a 114% increase in repeat purchases. This has helped to identify
and rank valuable customers.
Additionally, through an integration within The Retailer’s POS system, the
brand can accept or reject a promo code in real-time and protect themselves
from promotional fraud delivering more efficiency and higher campaign ROI.

WHAT’S NEXT FOR
THE RETAILER
After seeing success from Dynamic,
Single-Use Codes, The Retailer will continue
to grow their overall sales and fill their CRM
with actionable, individualized consumer data.
The Retailer and RevTrax will continue to
work together to continue optimizing their
promotions.

ABOUT REVTRAX
RevTrax is an AI powered promotion
optimization solution that enhances sales,
marketing and merchandising strategies. We
use artificial intelligence, independent
consumer analytics and advanced automation
solutions to deliver personalized promotions
at the precise amount needed for conversion
and not a cent more. Our solutions eliminate
inefficiencies, maximize profitability and drive
key performance metrics for B2C and D2C
organizations worldwide.
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